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Wearing a pink frock, with faded blonde hair, Jana Šedá is seated at her breakfast table that is covered with  
a flowered tablecloth. In her trembling hand she holds a black marker with which she draws objects that she  
used to sell in her hardware store, in her life before her depression, and that now urgently reappear from  
her memory.

It is with this image that I would like to introduce the work of the artist Kate ina Šedá: it is a very movingř  
image, as is “It Doesn’t Matter”, a work that bears witness to the kind of dialogue that took place between 
Šedá and her grandmother Jana, that was recently presented at Alumix in Bolzano, on the occasion of the 
Manifesta Art Biennial. 
A feeling of subtle melancholy comes over us as we witness the scene shown to us in video form. We are 
inside a sparely furnished apartment in a village in the Czech Republic. The protagonist is Adja, a German 
shepherd who moves around in a room in which a television is on, and then lies down on a makeshift bed. 
This was Jana’s house, and her death had saddened Adja very much, so Kate ina Šedá decided to leave theř  
apartment unchanged, to keep the television on in the morning, and the radio on at meal times, to give Adja 
the illusion that there was still a human presence in the house.
Jana Šedá was a woman who manifested all of her fragility but also all of her heart-rending sweetness in the 
last years of her life. After retiring from work, and losing her husband, she had fallen into a deep depression. 
In  an  interview-document  in  which Katerina asks  Jana questions,  the  elderly  woman says  that  she  has 
decided to stop carrying out all activities. “I do not knit, I do not read. I have a dog, that is all”: this was one 
of Jana’s disconcerting answers to her granddaughter’s queries. “It doesn’t matter” was the phrase that she 
repeated often, it was her automatic response to any question that she was asked. Šedá explains how she 
realised that  her  grandmother  “tended to  live  in  the  past  rather  than in  the  present”  so  she  decided  to 
concentrate on just that. One evening at dinner, Šedá asked Jana what a circular saw looked like, and Jana, 
after asking for a big enough piece of paper, drew three different sized saws, and wrote their prices under 
each of them. This is how the artist  discovered that there  was something Jana was still  attached to: she 
remembered the over six hundred objects, with their respective prices, that she had sold in the hardware store 
that she ran for decades (from 1950 to 1983), in the city of Brno. “It was the first time in about seven years 
that I had heard her say that something interested her. So, I thought that this could be the way to bring her 
back  to  life",  the  artist  said.  “Starting  from this  base,  I  had  the  idea  to  reconstruct  the  store,  at  least 
figuratively, and to put her back to work”.    
Jana  made  around  six  hundred  drawings  representing  the  objects,  demonstrating  a  strong  sense  of  the 
essential characteristics of each one. Often she drew them in a serial way, indicating their different sizes for 
retail sale. 
There is a video that shows the determination with which Kate ina Šedá carried out this mental exercise forř  
her  grandmother.  The  document,  made  of  rudimentary  footage  that  lasts  two  minutes,  shows  the 
grandmother at the table drawing while her granddaughter asks her, in a severe professorial tone: “Why are 
you drawing that object from the side view?”, “Why don’t you represent it frontally?”. Suddenly, Jana, with 
a choked voice is able to express her malaise. And yet, this exercise of inducing the elderly woman to draw 
from her memory, to make the objects come to life, one by one, to lure her out of her silence, from the “it 
doesn’t matter” that her depression had condemned her to, carried on for two years. 
In  2006,  the  artist,  having  realised  that  the  drawing  was  becoming  just  a  routine,  began  to  have  her 
grandmother compile a series of questionnaires every day before her main meal.  Some of the questions 
posed were designed in order to prod her to remember details of her life. The work (entitled  Once Daily 
Before Meals), extended into the period of Jana’s convalescence at the hospital U Milosrdinych Bratri, in 
Brno, where she died in January of 2007. 
In this village of the present, post-Communist Czech Republic, what took place within the walls of this bleak 
house was a precious and extremely human ritual, a delicate act of assistance towards a woman whose will to 
live had faded. 
These drawings were placed for our viewing on a wall in the central hall of Alumix, on the occasion of the 



Manifesta Art Biennial, and they represented one of the most poetic works on exhibit, returning to us the 
complete sense of this gesture and of this work. The story line is developed and is intensified in the video 
images, underneath the drawings, in the footage of Adja, the dog that continues to live in Jana’s house after 
her death. And it is this effect, extremely strong and moving, that the work can have upon viewer, that 
pushes Kate ina Šedá to overcome her private resistance about showing her work in an exhibition space. ř

V.B.: Kate ina Šedá, I admire your work very much. Thank-you for agreeing to be interviewed.ř  

V.B.: I think that the project that you undertook with your grandmother Jana, that lasted four years, 
left an indelible trace in you. I found the exposition of the entire corpus of drawings, which took place 
at the Renaissance Society of the University of Chicago, extraordinary: the effect was as if you had 
reconstructed the entire hardware store, and that for Jana this had been a real return to life.
Could you describe how you privately conceived this work? 
I  have  to  admit  that,  in  the  beginning,  I  didn’t  at  all  think  that  this  would  be  an  artistic  project. 
Grandmother’s laziness and resignation were such a great burden on our family that I could no longer look 
on to this situation passively. My mother was suffering incessantly, forced as she was to daily serve a healthy 
person. I heard her say many times that “if grandmother  were ill, then I would gladly help her, but this is 
really awful. Why should I cook, go shopping and clean, when grandmother can do it on her own?” More 
than once, it occurred to me that if grandmother did more than just lie by the television, if she did some other 
activity, then mother would gladly help her with the cleaning. So the original motivation was not just to help 
my grandmother, but above all to help my mother.

When I came up with the idea of reconstructing grandmother’s store using drawings of various tools, 
my family laughed at me. Nobody believed that this resigned old woman would get up from the television 
and draw something every day. And I have to say that, to a large extent, they were right. The beginning was 
especially difficult. Every day, I had to “pull” grandmother from the couch, and the only thing that forced 
her to actually draw something was my presence. When I left for a few minutes to go to the bathroom, 
grandmother was back in bed. 

The resulting drawings constantly surprised me, and I always looked forward to them. Amazingly 
enough, they are not amateur sketches, but the strength of the lines, the composition and the point of view 
from which she drew the individual tools have shock more than one artist.  Still, I never approached her 
drawings as works of art;  it  was always more important for me that grandmother was engaged in some 
activity and not lying in front of the television. That is why I used a cheap Czech marker and regular drawing 
paper. In the same way, the “Once Daily Before Meals” questionnaires are on cheap paper, where I used 
both sides. I didn’t consider that my choice of tools meant that the drawings would disappear with time, or 
that it would be difficult to exhibit them in a gallery; from the beginning, the most important thing for me 
was the activity itself, regardless of whether its material output would be visually amazing.

.

V.B.: I began by describing “It Doesn’t Matter” because it touched me deeply. In this interview I would 
like for you to describe your other works for me, centred on the study of social relations between 
individuals, in which you expand your field of observation to the reality of the inhabitants of Moravia, 
your country of origin. In fact, you have realised many public projects.
In Window Exhibition you involved 150 people from Lisen, near Brno, the city where you were born 
and where you live some of the time. You asked them to display, outside of one of their windows, 
something they really loved and wanted to put on view. The photographic series that resulted,  in 
which you captured the objects (a vase, a doll…) in one corner of the window, next to their owners, is 
particularly intense and allows us to identify with, if only for a moment, the reality of life in a village 
in the Czech Republic, of which you reconstruct the background, the intimacy of certain environments 
and the depth of the inhabitants’  gazes.  You exhibited these photos, which I personally find very 
beautiful, in your solo show at the Franco Soffiantino gallery. It was clear that they represented much 
more than a purely documentary interest, and succeeded in making us perceive, at least partly, what 
was hidden behind those windows. 
What is the significance for you of having your origins in Brno, a town in the Czech Republic, and how 
much has this influenced the way you approach your works?



I only do what bothers me; I don’t know any better reason. And the things that really bother me are usually 
found where I live. My parents are getting older; my father is starting to succumb to the same cynicism as 
my grandmother. This time, however, I don’t know what to do with his frequent lying around in front of the 
television. Mother is always wanting to do things, but she doesn’t have anyone to do them with. The next-
door neighbours moved away and didn’t even come over to say good-bye. Why have most people in our 
town built such tall fences, which you can’t even see over? And what am I supposed to do with a dog that 
has been pining for my grandmother ever since she died last year? I am surrounded by these things and it 
seems cowardice to run away from them. I have to fight certain curators’ criticism that it would be more 
attractive if I created my things abroad. From my viewpoint, I focus on entirely universal topics and don’t 
have to worry about choosing the space in which I realize something. If I want my action to truly change 
something, I have to focus on the issue for an extended period of time, to carefully observe the environment 
and relations within in. And my home allows me to work in this way. The current trend of artists travelling 
from place to place, capable of performing their intervention wherever they want, is alien to me.

V.B.: Encouraging discussion between people living near one another is the motivating force and one 
of the principal aims of your work. At the 5th Berlin Biennial you proposed a work on the theme of 
overcoming barriers and enclosures, both literal and symbolic. You emphasised how a growing gap 
between the rich and the poor, in a post-Communist society, has been accompanied by an increase in 
fences, with a consequent decline in communication between people. The work, titled Over and Over, in 
addition to presenting fine works on paper, fragile objects, and sketches (at Kustwerke), included an 
action as well, which took place in Sculpture Park, in which you had the support of forty people that 
you brought to Berlin from Lisen, who helped you build a fence with heterogeneous materials that 
were brought from your country.
Could  you  describe  this  complex  project,  which  seems  to  be  centred  around  a  reflection  on  the 
inability to communicate?
Last year I noticed that most fences in our town have radically increased in height and that all the 
gaps through which I could have looked on the way home have suddenly disappeared. All of a 
sudden, it was almost impossible to greet anyone over their fence. It was as if the wall which eighteen years 
ago surrounded our country hadn’t disappeared, but that its residents had divided it among themselves.

And so I began to think about how I could see the people close to me on my walk through the village 
while at the same time causing them to see each other through me. I found a simple approach in the case of 
two neighbours: during a storm, an old plum tree knocked down the trellis on the border between their two 
properties. While watching them trying to extricate the giant trunk, I realised that the fence is something they 
have in common. The tree thus exposed a path for bringing neighbours together: I HAVE TO WALK 
THROUGH THE FENCE. I connected our house and the bus stop at the end of Líšeň with a straight line, 
and on 22 June 2008, decided to walk this route, which cut across 80 fences, myself. Before doing so, 
however, I created a SKETCH in Berlin (5th Berlin Biennale): I erected a copy of ten actual Líšeň fences in 
the shape of a circle, symbolising a dead-end road. Then I spent several months convincing pairs of 
neighbours divided by these obstacles to come from Líšeň to Berlin and to bring something with which they 
could climb over the fence to their neighbour. And so, on 4 April 2008 and before several onlookers, the 
neighbours symbolically met above the fence, joining forces to try to find a way out of the circle.

The most difficult part of my walk is talking to people. In addition, the project’s success was 
dependent on everyone’s participation; if one link was missing, the whole thing would fall apart and I would 
not be able to perform the action (especially Líšeň). To force myself, again and again, to ring a stranger’s 
doorbell. That moment when you don’t know who is going to open, and what mood they’re going to be in... 
And I am wracked with self-doubt, whether I even have the right to waste their time with my things. People 
are distrustful in the beginning; they open the door expecting me to force something on them – pots or 
perfume… They ask for my ID and when I ask why, they say that it’s in order to make sure I’m not with 
some sect. As if these things were contained in your ID. But in the end, some of them understood that I’m 
neither salesman nor a Jehovah’s Witness, and so most of them chuckle at my request, my idea, my task, and 
say “Why not”? But they still make sure once more that this is not some kind of advertising stunt and that 
they won’t have to pay anything. But after a few days, the original assent frequently changes. It’s all too 
familiar: I call, remind them and suddenly I hear: The wife and I have thought it over, and we can’t figure 
out why you’re actually doing this …. The people I addressed simply cannot understand the point of my 
work if it doesn’t lead to a simple profit – what good can come of this girl climbing over our fence?! Who 



stands to gain from it? It can’t be just for it’s own sake … And this is the most difficult moment – I have to 
explain my intentions again, and this to people who are not interested in contemporary art or any art at all. 
And although these are difficult and decisive moments on which the entire action’s realisation depends, they 
are also the most valuable moments because I can’t hide any ulterior motives from non-artists, which forces 
me to test the meaning and comprehensibility of my efforts. My greatest joy is when somebody comes to me 
after the action is over and says that they have finally understood it. That the issue has finally opened up for 
them. 

The Berlin action truly brought the neighbours together, introduced them to each other. They spent 
three days together. We spent dinner together, time in galleries or on a tour of Berlin. But I knew that this 
was just the first part of the project, and immediately after our return, I continued, trying to convince all 
neighbours on the “key route”. After three months I succeeded, and so on Sunday 22 June I set out. It was 
terribly hot that day - thirty degrees in the shade. I was bearing a backpack with two mini-cameras, one 
aimed ahead and the other filming what was going on behind me. After climbing the first fence separating 
our garden from our neighbours, it became clear that this camera backpack was real unpleasant baggage. The 
neighbours welcomed me with food and liquor, looking upon me as a successful attraction, but I couldn’t 
stop, because time was running and many people had told me that they weren’t going to wait all afternoon in 
their gardens. By the third fence (of 80) the neighbour was missing; instead, there was a note saying that I 
should call and she’d be there in 10 minutes. I couldn’t afford such a delay right at the beginning; some 
people would not wait and then all I’d find in their backyard would be a dogs off their leash… So I tried to 
climb this enormous fence with barbed wire on top, and I realised that I wouldn’t manage. I don’t even know 
how I got to the other side. The rest of the way wasn’t as dramatic, just exhausting to the point of fainting. I 
was fascinated by the fact that I was passing through totally unfamiliar places only a few steps from official 
routes which I knew by heart. How many times had I imagined what lay hidden behind this wall and that 
fence, and now here I suddenly was, seeing the secret insides of my own village, waiting for the next 
neighbour to set up a barrel or a ladder. 

And what was the strongest moment? When, because of my action, one woman decided to change 
her fence.

V.B.:  You  have  said  that  most  of  the  time  your  work  is  directed  at  a  small  number  of  people, 
specifically towards those who take part in the project, and that you perceive an external spectator’s 
gaze as a violation of your privacy. Regardless of this, explain how spectators’ reactions surprise you 
at times, and how this induces you to show in exhibition spaces.
I feel that you expressed another nuance in your way of thinking very clearly in the long interview that 
you gave in the Czech magazine “Umelec” where you state that when the “results” of your actions 
(usually represented by drawings, texts and diagrams) are brought into the gallery space, your actions 
are without comment, and lack your power of mediation. Instead, you would like to be able to explain 
them to the spectators, as you were able to do with the people who actually took part. 
How you deal with this inner “conflict”?
I spent a long time thinking that my work is directed only at the small group of people who I choose to be 
part of the project. I have changed my mind over the past two years, however. The first motivating force was 
the response to the project “There is Nothing There”, when mayors from other towns called me to say that 
there wasn’t anything there either, and if I could repeat the action in their town. This was followed by the 
strong response to “It Doesn’t Matter”. Gallery visitors didn’t just send me letters saying that they would try 
the same thing with their parents, but I saw people cry right there in the exhibition hall – both when seeing 
my grandmother’s work and when watching the lonely dog who lives in her apartment. And a third example 
is from Líšeň: a neighbour I didn’t know decided to change her fence after seeing my project “Over and 
Over”. From this, I realised that it is necessary to present my actions to other people as well.
Despite all this, I still have a problem with exhibition spaces. I find lectures much more acceptable, where I 
try to describe to people the energy with which I go into my projects.  But  the most  natural  method of 
spreading my ideas is the MYTH which arises around my action, and which people pass on like a baton in 
the form of a story.

V.B.: One of your extended public projects is There’s Nothing There (2003), a “game”, as you define it, 
that took place in the village of Ponetovice. By synchronising the actions of the town’s inhabitants, 
throughout the entire day, you wanted to prove how their habits are very similar and how much 



conformism is actually hidden inside village life. It took you three months to convince them to take 
part. Afterwards, for four years, you worked with Jana.
What leads you to take on projects requiring so much commitment, which require a long period of 
preparation and, often, the mobilisation of entire towns?
It’s absolutely simple: I truly want to change something. I am not satisfied with merely studying something; 
I’m downright allergic to the word ‘research’, which artists today use for all sorts of idiocy. Of course I 
could merely sketch the fences, do some interviews with their owners and exhibit that - which is pretty 
common. But I find this kind of approach boring. I am interest in how to knock the fences down. And that is 
a huge difference! I could have spent just a few months drawing with my grandmother, and I am sure that 
even such a project would have held its own. But, like I said, my aim is not to succeed in the world of  
galleries;  my  main  concern  was  my  family  situation.  If  my  grandmother  hadn’t  died,  we  would  have 
definitely continued drawing. The longer, the better.
I spent a year working on the project in Pon tovice, and here, too, I didn’t give myself a time limit. It wasě  
clear from the outset, that one month would not be enough for getting to know 300 people with and getting 
such a large group to do something. With time, however, I was able to estimate how many months I would 
still need and to set a fixed date for the action. 
I find large-format actions and difficult preparations exciting and motivating, despite the fact that, in the end, 
the key moment is over so quickly. But that isn’t the point. What is important is the intensity of the moment -
when everything has to “rumble” and when we can see things that are usually hidden from view. 

V.B.: It seems to me that a fundamental element to highlight is that, as much as the social component 
could seem the most important aspect of your work, in reality the first impulse for you is “visual”. 
Speaking in an interview about the project you developed in Berlin, you repeated this concept. You 
explained how when walking around your village you do not see barriers, even if they are there, and 
that you seek interaction and exchange between citizens. You defined this moment as “visual”. Can 
you explain this visual impulse to me?
I have spent several years now trying TO SHOW ONE PERSON TO THE OTHER. Someone could say that 
I could organize campfires (they also bring people together), but I will explain how my work is different. 
People usually make contact on the basis of something which they have in common - shared interests or 
hobbies. But I try to do the opposite – to bring people together and the basis of what, at first glance, divides 
them. In order to realise such a “brining together”, I first have to figure out how to depict the thing that  
divides them as something shared. If I am successful, this often brings together two totally different worlds, 
and there is no other way in which I can achieve this.
If I am walking through a village and can’t see anyone over their high fences, for me that is a clear visual 
impulse. If I want to show one neighbour to the other (over a fence, for instance) this is an image. An image 
of man. 
My task thus is to put people into such situations so that someone else can see their image. 
Why do I do it? Because I can’t shake the feeling that we spend much more time looking at the things around 
us than at each other. And if by chance we do look, it is usually because of the things which the other person 
is wearing or because of his hairstyle. 

V.B.: In Parenting (2004) you affirmed your interest in family dynamics. I was very struck by the two 
videos  (each 24  hours  long),  titled  “Copying  Mother”  and  “Copying  Father”,  in  which  you  are  a 
protagonist, together with your parents, and you imitate their behaviour.
Could you describe this work and explain how important the autobiographical element is for you?
This project began to take form at a chess tournament in České Budějovice, which I signed up for in 2004 
even though I don’t know how to play chess. During the tournament, I was constantly depressed by the 
feeling that I wasn’t seeing just the two people facing each other, but also a third person in the middle who in 
the end decided the game. And so I assigned myself the task to figure out what it was that I was seeing in the 
middle. My findings eventually led me to the topic of children and their upbringing. The project consists of 
several outputs, and I still don’t consider it to be complete. A significant part of the project consists of three 
actions – “Copying Mother, Copying Father and Copying Child” – each of which I spent doing for one entire 
day. I was interested not only in the similarity between parent and child (whether in movement or in looks), 
but primarily in changes in behaviour during this process. My parents used the action in their favour to 
consciously choose activities where they would need my help - hanging the laundry, raking leaves… I 



responded in the opposite manner: when it was time for the two of them to copy my activities, I went on a 
walk and to the pub. The more time we spent performing the same activity, the more we noticed shared 
features. It was definitely easier for me to ape my father, because we are more alike. I sensed quite 
automatically which side he would turn to or how high he would lean his arm against a tree. After a few 
hours, I was even capable of guessing which gesture would follow next or what he was thinking of. It was a 
little more complicated with my mother - she is much more energetic and her movements can for the most 
part not be predicted. Later, when both my parents were copying me, we ran into a different problem. They 
were more inclined to notice each other, and to watch out for who was making a mistake in copying. I was 
constantly having to repeat that I was the only model... Despite this, the action was immensely important for 
me, and in many ways brought me closer to my parents.

I think that the autobiographical element is not so essential for me. I focus on universal issues – 
raising children, or old age – and it seems logical to me to work with the people closest to me. Essentially, I 
have never spent much time thinking about it.

V.B.: Your research pushes beyond the surface of things, running over to the sphere of linguistics.
The core of “It Doesn’t Matter” is based, in fact, on the very unhappy sentence that your grandmother 
repeats, and is the expression that induced you to take action. But your interest in linguistics also 
seems obvious in the way you employ etymology, starting with your surname “Grey”.
Can you tell me how important the linguistic factor is in your research?
Language is of fundamental importance in my work. I understand words like drawings; for instance, I don’t 
see the name of my events as being explanatory, but as being a keyword with which I enter into the project. 
Many times, it has happened to me that I had a clear idea, but when I found the “password”, everything was 
rearranged and I had to change my plan. 
In most cases, I try to find a name which using a negative formulation symbolises the type of problem I am 
getting ready to address. But I never make it up from scratch; I just carefully listen to what can be heard most 
frequently in a certain environment. When I called the project “It Doesn’t Matter”, it was clear from the 
beginning that the objective must be for this sentence to disappear, for my grandmother to stop using it. And 
that really happened.
The same applies to “There Is Nothing There” or “Over and Over”. Over the course of the action, these 
sentences disappeared!
As for my surname, I believe that every name symbolises something. For me, grey is not just the colour of 
normalcy, but also the colour that you get by combining all others. I often feel like an ambassador of the 
“grey family”, which is how I call everyone outside the world of art. It is my task not only to find a natural 
way to somehow introduce this group to the art world, but also with its help to create this world anew.

V.B.: Your next project?
I am working on several things at once. 
I am preparing a large and very demanding project called “Seeing things”, which is a response to everyone’s 
frantic desire for travelling and the inability to see new things at home. I am trying to organize a week-long 
holiday for the residents of a town right in their hometown while presenting this place as a foreign country. I 
won’t reveal any more, just the fact that the only place for which the residents will be packing their bags is to 
visit each other.
I am also contributing to a feature-length film with my action “Can’t turn on the lights”. The film “All for 
the  Good for  the  World  and  Nošovice”  looks  at  the  village  of  Nošovice,  where human relations  were 
strongly disturbed by the construction of an enormous Hyundai automobile plant.
And finally, I  am preparing a long-term project called “Like mother,  like Katka”, which looks at child-
rearing in the child’s first three years of life - an opportunity I would like to give birth to our child. 


